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ON THE REPRESENTATION OF ORDER

CONTINUOUS OPERATORS BY RANDOM MEASURES

BY

L. WEIS

Abstract. Using the representation Tf(y) = ¡f'dvy, where (vy) is a random mea-

sure, we characterize some interesting bands in the lattice of all order-continuous

operators on a space of measurable functions. For example, an operator T is

(lattice-)orthogonal to all integral operators (i.e. all cv are singular) or belongs to the

band generated by all Riesz homomorphisms (i.e. all r, are atomic) if and only if T

satisfies certain properties which are modeled after the Riesz homomorphism

property [31] and continuity with respect to convergence in measure. On the other

hand, for operators orthogonal to all Riesz homomorphisms (i.e. all vy are diffuse)

we give characterizations analogous to the characterizations of Dunford and Pettis,

and Buhvalov for integral operators. The latter results are related to Enflo operators,

to a result of J. Bourgain on Dunford-Pettis operators and martingale representa-

tions of operators.

1. Introduction. In this paper we consider a kind of operator representation which

generalizes the classical form of an integral operator

(1.1) Tf(y)=fk(y,x)f(x)dp(x),

or of a Riesz homomorphism

(1.2) Tf(y) = a(y)-f(o(y))

by replacing the kernel function v- -* k(y, ■) ■ p or the point-measures y -* a(y)8a(y)

by a more general stochastic kernel. Let E and F be Riesz function spaces over

standard measure spaces (X, st, p) and (Y, SS, v) respectively (for notations and

definitions see below). For every order continuous operator T: E -* F, there is a

random measure (py)y(E Y of measures on (X, j?) such that for all/ e E

(1.3) Tf(y)=ffdpy   v-a.e.

This kind of representation first appeared in probability theory: a regular condi-

tional probability distribution is a representation for a conditional expectation

operator. In the context of operator characterizations of Markovian kernels the
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special case E = F = Lx is given in Neveu's book [36, §5.4]. The case E = F = L2

was shown by Arveson [1] who used this representation in his study of operator

algebras. For E = F = Lx, N. J. Kalton [19-21] gave an independent proof and

applied it to the structure theory of Z^-spaces and Banach lattices (see also [6]). The

general statement (1.3) is due to Sourour [41, 42],

Already in the theory of Markov chains (see [13, Chapter V]), but also in the

above applications, it turned out to be useful to decompose F into its "integral" and

its "singular" part:

(1 -4) Tf(y) = ffdv- + jfdv;,       v[ « p,v;.±p,

where vv = v'v + v', is the Lebesgue decomposition with respect to p, and also into its

'diffuse' and 'atomic' part:

(1.5) Tf(y) = jfdv? + \fdv%       v*. diffuse, ?," atomic.

In the lattice of all order continuous operators these decompositions correspond to

band decompositions: the integral part of T of course belongs to the band L, of all

integral operators (1.1) and the singular part belongs to its orthogonal band Ls; the

atomic part belongs to the band La generated by all Riesz homomorphisms (1.2) (see

Corollary 6.3), and the diffuse part to its orthogonal band Ld. While there are good

characterizations of integral operators and the bands generated by a single Riesz

homomorphism [31], the bands Ls, La, Ld seem to be less well understood. In this

paper we give characterizations of operators in Ls, La or Ld, which are similar in

spirit to the known results on integral operators and Riesz homomorphisms.

For an operator T with a diffuse representation (i.e. T cz Ld), it is clear that (let

d( A ) be the diameter of a set A c X for a metric d on X)

(1.6) d(An) ^* 0   implies    T\A  -* 0   p-a.e.

We show that (1.6) already characterizes such operators—a result analoguous to

Buhvalov's characterization of integral operators.

It is well known that an operator T in L,(X, sé, p) is an integral operator if and

only if

,.. _, every band LX(A) contains a band LX(B), A, B czsé, such

that F|Z (B) is compact.

If we replace the band LX(B) in (1.7) by a nonatomic sublattice LxCZ,p) (2 a

sub-a-algebra of A), then we obtain a characterization of operators in Ld. These

descriptions of Ld together with another one derived from the Dunford-Pettis

characterization of integral operators are contained in §4.

On the other hand, we can characterize Ls and Lu (in §§ 5 and 6) by weakening

appropriately the disjointness-preserving property of Riesz homomorphisms. For

example, T has an atomic representation (i.e. T cz Lu) if for all L,-bounded

sequences /„ e E we have

(1.8) /„-0    implies    Tf„ A 0,
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and F has a singular representation (T cz Ls)if for all such (/„) we have

(1.9) d({fn± 0})^0   implies   Tfn A 0.

Further conditions are inspired by the so-called Maharam property of Luxemburg

and Schep [31], and we also express T cz Ls, La in terms of the vector-valued

martingale determined by T.

In this context we obtain the following generalization of a result of J. Bourgain on

Dunford-Pettis operators: If T: Lx[0,1] -> Lx[0,1] then T has a diffuse representa-

tion if and only if there is a function G: [0,1] -* M[0,1] such that for/ e Lx[0,1]

(1.10) Tf = JG(x)f(x)dp(x),

where the Bochner integral exists with respect to the so-called 'discrepancy'-norm on

M[0,1] (see Definition 3.8), i.e. T: Lx[0,1] -* M[0,1] is representable with respect to

this weaker norm on M[0,1] (see Corollary 4.4).

In §2 we collect some auxiliary results. In §3 we introduce notions which allow us

to replace the rather restrictive conditions on diameters in (1.6) and (1.9) by a more

general condition.

Some applications of these characterizations to a result of N. Ghoussoub and M.

Talagrand on Banach lattices with the Radon-Nikodym property, to convolution

operators and to essential spectra of Lroperators will appear in [47].

Now we fix some notations and recall some definitions. Let (X, sé, p) and

(Y, 38, v) always be measure spaces where X and Y are separable metric spaces and

se, 38 are their a-algebras of Borel sets, such that (X, sé) and (Y, 3d) are standard

measure spaces [37, Chapter V, §2]. p and v always stand for strictly positive and

finite measures, d denotes the metric on X or Y, and d(A) is the diameter of a subset

of Xor Y. Recall that a random measure from (Y, 38) to (X, sé) is a family (py)ysY

of finite (not necessarily probability-) measures such that for all A cz sé the function

y cz F -> ixv(v4) is J1-measurable. Such a random measure is called v-orthogonal if all

p are probability measures and there is a measurable map o: X -» Y such that

pv(a~l(yy) = 1 for »»-almost all y cz Y. In probability theory these »"-orthogonal

random measures appear as regular conditional probability distributions.

L0(X, sé, p) is the space of equivalence classes of «.-measurable functions on X

and for A cz sé and a a-subalgebra 2 of sé we use the abbreviations

séA = {A C\A':A'czsé},   L0(A, p) = L„( A, séA, p\^A),

EA = {f\A:fczE),   2A = {AnA':A'czZ),

L0(2A,p) = L0(A,'EA,oA,p\li),   £2 = {fez £:/2-measurable},

(f2 denotes the conditional expectation operator from L (X, sé, p) onto L (2A, p),

I < p < oo.

Let C(X) denote the space of all bounded, continuous functions on X and M(X)

the space of all signed, finite measures on (X, sé). 8X is the point measure at x cz X.

By the Radon-Nikodym theorem we can identify Lx(X,p) with the subspace
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{X e M(X): X «: ju} of M(X) by f ^ f • p, where (/• p)(A) = }Afdp. Since jti is
strictly positive we can identify C(X) with a subspace (C(X)) of LX(X, sé, p) by

g cz C(X) - g e LX(X, sé, p). Let T: LX(X, sé, p) - LX(Y, B, v) be a ^-con-

tinuous operator with T((C(X))) c (C(Y)). Then T defines an operator f:

C(X) -* C(Y) such that 7" is an 'extension' of 7" in the sense that

(LU) t'(f-v) = (T'f)-p   for fez Lx(Y,v).

Therefore, in many statements below, we will not distinguish between/, / - p; C(X),

(C(X))  and T, f.
w*

"pn ->X" denotes the weak convergence of measures, i.e. the o(M(X), C(X))-

convergence.

"/„ -> 0" means that/,, converges in /¿-measure to zero.

By a Riesz function space E over (X, sé, p) we mean a sublattice of L0(X, sé, p)

such that:

(i) E is an ideal in L0(X, sé, p),

(ii) Xa& E Ior all.4 e j/with p(A) < oo.

The Köthe dual of E is given by

Ex= [fezL0(X,sé,p): f\f-g\dp< oo for allg e E}.

If 1 e Ex, then Ex is a Riesz function space too.

Let E and F be Riesz function spaces and T: E -» F be a linear operator. We call

F regular if for all/ e £ there is a g e F such that |A| < /implies \Th\ ̂  g. The class

Lr(£, F ) of all regular operators is a lattice in the natural ordering [39, IV, §1; 29;

44, VIII, §2] with the modulus of T given by

|7l/=sup{|rg|:|g|</}    for fezE+.

A regular operator is order continuous if \hn\ ^ f cz E, hn-> 0 a.e. always implies

that 77in -> 0 a.e. The class LQ(E, F) of all order-continuous operators is a band in

Lr(E, F) [44, VIII, § 3]. If E and F are Köthe function spaces with order-continuous

norms then every regular operator is order continuous [44, VIII, §3]; if E and F are

both abstract L-space or order complete abstract M-spaces then every bounded

operator is regular [39, IV, §1].

Let E and F be Riesz function spaces with I cz E* and 1 e Fx and let T: E -» F

be order continuous. Then the adjoint 7": Fx -» Ex is order continuous again.

For unexplained terminology and relevant information on lattices and regular

operators see [30, 32, 39], on probability theory see [36, 37], and on Banach spaces

see [25-27].

2. The representation theorem. Important special cases of the following result were

shown in [36, §5.4; 1; 19; 20; 41 and 12].

2.1 Theorem [42]. Let E and F be Riesz function spaces over (X, sé,p) and

(Y,38,v) respectively. For a regular operator F E -» F the following are equivalent:

(a) T is order continuous.
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(b) There is a random measure (py)ytEY from (Y, 38) to (X, sé) such that for all

fezE

( + ) Tf(y) = ffdpy   v-a.e.

This representation is unique in the sense that if(p'y)yEY '5 a second random measure

with ( + ), then py = p\.for v-almost ally cz Y.

2.2 Remark. In ( + ) it is assumed implicitly that

(i) p(A) = 0 implies l/i^K-d) = 0 v-a.e.,

(ü)/l/l¿lrVl< ooj'-a.e.
Because of (i) we may use the same symbol for a function and its equivalence

class.

2.3 Remark [42, Theorem 4.1]. If S, T: E -» £ are order continuous operators

and (py[T]) denotes a representation of T then

(a) pv[T + S} = py[T] + py[S]p-a.e.,

(b)0<7<S«0< py[T] < py[S] v-a.e.,

(c) py[T+] = py[T]+, py[\T\) = \py[T]\ v-a.e.,

(d) py[T A S] = py[T] A py[S]v-a.e.

The next lemma will be used many times in the following sections. It also provides

a proof for Theorem 2.1. (In the following we use identifications of spaces as

discussed in (1.11)).

2.4 Lemma. Let T: E -* L0(Y, 38, v) be an order-continuous operator. For every

e > 0 there is a compact K c supp v with v(Y — K) < e such that:

(a)XKT: LX(X, sé, p) - LX(K, 38K, v) andXKT: C(X) - C(K).

(b) The operator (xKT)': Lx(K,v)^Lx(X,p) "extends" to a w*-continuous

operator (xKT)': M(K) -» M(X) such that (Xk^')(^mí.k)) 's uniformly tight.

(c) py'-= (Xi(T)'ày, y e X, defines a random measure from (K, 3SK) to (X, sé)

such that

Tf(y) = jfdpy   v-a.e. for all fez E,

((Xl(T)'X)(A) = fpy(A) dX(y)   forX cz M(K),A ezsé.

Proof, (a) |7|: £ -» L0(Y, 3S, v) exists and is also order continuous. Choose a

sequence of compact sets Xmcz X with

(2-1) XmGXm+xc-.,   p(x-\JXm) = 0,
m

\p\x is strictly positive

and a sequence (/„) dense in \JmC(Xm) with respect to the sup-norm. Since x^, ~* 0

a.e. it follows that 17" | x a" ~* 0 a.e.

By Egoroff s theorem and [37, II, Lemma 4.2], there is a compact K cz Y such

that:

(2.2) v(Y-K)^e,       Kczsuppv,
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(2.3) \T\lezLjK,v),

(2-4) |x*|7lx*JM->0   form-oo,

(2.5) ail Tf„ | K and | T\fn \ K are continuous on K.

By (2.3) the regular operators 7, |7|: LX(X, p) -» LX(K, v) are continuous with

respect to || • H^-norm. For every / cz UC{X) there is a sequence (/   ) such that

WTf-  r/JL  ̂ 1 I^X Joo  +  m  "" 0      Î0Tm "*  °°-

Therefore, 7: C(*) -> C(tf ) by (2.5).

(b) The operator (xKT)': C(K)' = M(X) -» C(X)' actually takes its values in

M(X). Indeed, the finitely additive measure (XKT)'X, X cz M(K), is o-additive on

Xm (cf. [37, II, Theorem 5.7]) and

(2.6) |(x^)'A|(^o-^)|<|A|(|7'lxn)<l|A||-|Mr|(x^)|Lm-OC0.

(X/fF)' is obviously w*-continuous and (2.6) shows that (XkT)'(UM(K)) is uniformly

tight. It follows from xKT- LX(X p) -* LX(K, v) and (1.11) that

(2.7) XezM(K),       X *& v => (xKT)'X <£ p.

(c) For all/ ezC(X),yczK and Xez M(X) we have

(2-8) Tf(y) = 8y(Tf) = T'8y(f) = ffdpy,

(xKT)'X(f) = X(xKTf)=JTf(y) dX(y) = ( py(f) dX(y).

Hence

(2.9) (XKT)'X(A)=fpy(A)dX(y)    for alM e j*.

By (2.8) the map y cz K -» py cz M(X) is continuous from K to M(X) with the

w*-topology. Therefore (pv)y(EKis a random measure such that (cf. (2.7) and (2.9))

(2.10) p(A) = 0   implies   pY(A) = 0   v-a.e.

In order to see that (2.8) holds for/ g Lœ(X, p) we choose a sequence/, cz C(X)

with /„ -» / f>a.e. By the order of continuity of F and (2.10) there is a p-nullset B

such that for y <£ B

Tfn(y) - Tf(y),      fn^f   py-a.e.

From (2.8) and the dominated convergence theorem we obtain, for^ £ B,

Tf(y) = urn Tfn(y) = lim jfn dpy = ffdpy.

If f cz E then /„ := / A «1 / /, /„ cz Lx, and (2.8) follows from a similar argument

using Fatou's lemma.   D

2.5 Definition. Let £ and £ be Riesz ùinction spaces over (X,sé,p) and

(Y, 38, v) respectively. Let £,(£, £) be the class of integral operators from £ to £.
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By LS(E, F) (Ld(E, £), La(E, £)) we denote the class of all operators with a

singular (diffuse, atomic) representation, i.e. the class of all operators 7: £ -» £ such

that /x, [7] is /x-singular (diffuse, atomic) for v-almost all^ cz Y.

2.6 Proposition. £,(£,£), LS(E,F), Ld(E,F) and La(E, F) are bands in

L0(E, F) and we have the (lattice) orthogonal decompositions

L0(£, £) = £,(£, £) © LS(E, £),   LQ(E, F) = Ld(E, F) © La(E, F).

Proof. The decomposition of a measure À into its diffuse part XJ and its atomic

part Xa as well as the Lebesgue decomposition X = X + Xs into its jtt-absolutely

continuous part À' and its ¡u.-singular part Xs define maps X -* XJ, X -> Xa, X -» A',

X -* Xs in M( X), which are measurable with respect to the Borel structure generated

by the o(M(X), C(X))-topology on M(X) [9]. Therefore, for a random measure

(lly)ye-Y> (Mv)ve=v is again a random measure with \phy\ < \p |, b cz {d, a, i, s). By

Remark 2.3 the required order properties can be reduced to the corresponding order

properties of the classes of ju-singular, diffuse or atomic measures in M( X).   D

Finally we point out a connection between the representation ( + ) and martingale

representations of an operator (cf. [7, Chapter V]).

2.7 Definition. Let £ and £ be Riesz function spaces over (X, sé, p) and

(Y, 38, v) respectively with 1 cz Ex, 1 cz Fx. Let 2„ be an increasing sequence of

algebras, each generated by a finite member of atoms A", i = I,...,s„, such that

U„2„ generates sé. If 7: £ -» Fis a linear operator, put

*,{*)- £T(xA,;)-p(A»yl-xA':(x).

Then (&n, 2„) is a "martingale determined by 7".

2.8 Proposition. Let 7: LX(X, sé, p) -» LX(Y, 3d, v) be bounded and (&„, 2„) be

a martingale determined by 7.

(a) For all g cz LX(Y, v) we have T'g = Lx - limg(J^).

(b) If(y„)xex's tne representation of T, then w*-lim J^(x) • v = vx p-a.e.

Proof. Since 7is L,-bounded we have for all «

supK(*)lk<r..o<l|7lk.^>< »
xeX

and for all/ e Lx(X, p) the Bochner integrals fx^„(x)f(x) dp(x) converge to 7/in

the LX(Y, j'Vnorm.

(a) For all g cz LX(Y, v) and/ cz LX(X, p) we have

T'g(f) = g(Tf) = g|lim/j;,(x) -/(x) ^(x))

= lim fg(^„(x)-f(x))dp(x)

= j\hmg(Fn(x))\f(x)dp(x)

since the scalar-valued martingale (g ° J^, 2„) converges. Hence T'g = lim„ g(^„).
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(b) Choose a sequence (gk) c C(Y) that generates the w*-convergence in M(Y)

(cf. [37, II, Theorem 6.6]). Since the martingale (gk ° &n, 2„) converges ju-a.e. to

T'gk and

(T'gk)(x) = vx(gk)   p-a.e. for all k,

there is a /x-nullset A' cz sé such that for all k and xiJV

Sk(^n(x)) -" "*(&)    for« ^oo.   D

3. Universal convergence and [/-equi-integrability. The notions to be introduced in

this section are analogous to convergence in measure and equi-integrability respec-

tively, in the sense that "smallness in measure" is replaced by a topological

condition.

3.1 Definition. A sequence An cz sé of Borel sets in X converges to zero

universally if every subsequence of An contains a subsequence (Ani) such that

(\m\Jf=mAn¡¡ is countable (write A„ -^ 0).
u u

In particular, if An -> 0 then p(An) -> 0 for every diffuse measure p. By [37,

Theorem I, 2.8 and II, 8.1], one could also replace the word "countable" in this

definition by "universal null set". A "typical" example of a universal nullsequence

is the sequence of dyadic intervals [(i - l)/2", i/2"], i = I,...,2", n cz N, or, more

generally, every sequence An cz sév/ith d(An) -» 0. On the other hand, if A„ is the set

that is taken out of [0,1] at the «th step of the construction of the Cantor set, then

An is a pairwise disjoint sequence which does not converge to zero universally.
u

3.2 Definition, (a) A sequence pn cz M(X) goes to zero universally (p„ -» 0), if

for every e > 0 there is a sequence A„ such that An -» 0 and hm,lpn\(Acn) < e.

u

(b) A subset U c M( X) is called M-equi-integrable if for all A„ cz sé with An-*0

we have sup{|ix|(/4„): p e [/} -» 0 for « -» oo.

If all pn and p cz U are absolutely continuous with respect to a given measure v

and if one replaces "An -* 0" by "v(An) -» 0" in (a) and (b), then the above

conditions become equivalent to convergence in measure and to equi-integrability,

respectively. Observe that these definitions depend only on the topology of X, but

they can also be expressed in terms of the metric given on X:

3.3 Proposition. Let U be a uniformly tight subset of M+(X). Then the following

statements are equivalent.

(a) U is u-equi-integrable.

(b) sup^rj\p\(A) ^0 for d(A) ^0.

(c) Every limit point of U in the w*-topology ofM(X) is a diffuse measure.

u

Proof, (a) => (b) is clear, since d(An) -» 0 implies An -* 0.

(b) =» (c). If p = w*-lim pn with pn cz U and if A„ is a decreasing sequence of

open balls in A" with (~)An = {x}, then by [37, Theorem II, 6.1]

0 < /¿(x) «i p(Ak) <  lim p„(Ak) -» 0   for/c->co.
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(c) =» (a). Otherwise there are sequences p„ cz U, An cz sé and a constant C > 0,

such that

p„(A„) > C,   B = H   U Am is countable.
n    m = n

Since a uniformly tight subset is w*-compact in M(X) [37, Theorem II, 6.7] we may
w * -

assume pn-> p. For the closed sets Bn = (J™=mAm we have

p(Bm)>   lim pn(Bm)>   lim p„(An)>C.
n n

But p(B)it C contradicts the assumption that p is a diffuse measure.   D

w*

3.4 Proposition. Let (pn) c M+( X) be a sequence with pn-> pez M(X). The

following statements are equivalent.

(a)p„^0.

(b) For all e > 0 and Ô, > 0, i cz N, there are finitely many Ki cz sé with d(K¡) < 8¡

and lim,, pn( X - U K¡) < e.

(c) p is an atomic measure.

Proof, (a) => (c) Choose a subsequence (p„k) and a sequence Ak cz sé such that

hmk p,H(A(k) < 1// and C\mxJk>mAk is countable. Since C„, = Uk¡smAkc is open it

follows from the w*-convergence of p,h [37, Theorem II, 6.1] that

p(Cm)*i  hmp„k(Cm)^ ^o.p„k(Ack)^j.

k k

For Bj = UmC„, we have p(Bj) «s 1// and B- is countable. Repeating this argument

for all ieNwe obtain that p is zero on B = ("),#, and Bc is countable.

(b) => (c). Let pd be the diffuse component of p and e > 0. Since pJ(A) -* 0 for

í/(v4) —♦ 0 there is a sequence 8¡ > 0 such that for all sequences K¡ with d(K¡) < 8¡,

i cz N, we have pdQJie\\K¡) ^ e- By assumption, there are finitely many closed K,

with d(K,) < 8, and lim„ p„(X - U ,■#,•) < e. Using the w*-convergence of p„ we

find

pd(X) ^p(X- \JK¡) + pJ(ÜK¡) <   Um p„(X - UK,) + e < 2e

n

for all e > 0. Hence p is atomic.

(c) => (a). Let ju = L°°=xai8x. Given e > 0 we choose an /'0 such that £",-«, < e.

For y4m = \J'j°=iA(xi, I/m), where A(x,,I/m) is the open ball with center x, and

radius I/m, we obtain

'o-i

^Vn(Am)> p(Am)>   £ ai>p(X)-e.

n ' = 1

Choose a sequence («„,) with «„, < nm + x so that jtt„(/lm) > p(X) - e for « > «m,
u

and put Bn = Am if nm < « < «m+1. Then ¿?„ -» 0 and furthermore, we have for

rin(5nc) = íin(J4m)<ít„(Z)-M(Z) + e,

where ((¿„(A1) - /x(A") -» 0 for « -> oo.
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(c) =» (b) is shown similarly.   □

3.5 Proposition. If pn cz M(X) is u-equi-integrable and a universal null sequence

then\\p,,\\M{X)^0.

This follows immediately from the definitions. On the other hand we have the

following decomposition result whose analogue for convergence in measure and

equi-integrability goes back to Kadec and Pelczyhski [18, Proof of Theorem 5].

3.6 Proposition. Let (p„) be a bounded, uniformly tight subsequence of M+(X).

Then there is a subsequence (n k) and sequences (v k), (X k) cz M +(X) such that:

(0/V = vk +*k>vk A AA = 0.

(ii) vk —> 0 and(Xk) is u-equi-integrable.

Proof. Let £>(-, •) be a metric on UM4X) generating the a(M(X),C(X))-topol-

ogy (cf. [37, Theorem II, 6.2]). Since pn is uniformly tight, the sequence is relatively

7>-compact [37, Theorem II, 6.7] and we may assume that p„ Z)-converges to some

p cz M+(X). If pa and pd denotes the atomic part and the diffuse part of p

respectively, then it is enough to find Borel sets Ak and a subsequence (nk) such that
D

p„ \A -* p". Indeed, according to 3.3 and 3.4, vk = pn \A and Xk = pn\A, have all

the required properties.

Letju" = 2°c=xaj8x. Since every ball K in Xcontains a ball Kx with p(Kx - Kx) = 0

(cf. [37, Proof of Lemma II, 6.5]), there is for every x, a decreasing sequence of balls

(*/")m6Nwith

{x,} = n*/",   V„(Kr) - /»(*,")    for all m, i.
m

Given some e > 0 we choose i0 such that D(pu,Li,'Lxai8x) < e/2. For Bm = \J%XK¡"

we have

D
M»|¿r->M|¿r   for « ^ oo

and (by the dominated convergence theorem)

r'lß'"-^r'|n„JB'»=   LM.V
í = l

Therefore, there are m0 and «0 such that D(pno\Bm,Tl'j°=xai8x ) < e/2. Hence for all

e > 0 we can find a set A0 (put A0 = Bm°) and «0 such that D(fn \A , p") ^ e. This

completes the proof of 3.6.   D

3.7 Remark. We found it convenient to define M-convergence in topological terms.

From a more 'abstract' point of view the concept can be described as follows: Let sé

be a countably generated a-algebra of subsets of some set ß and let # c sé be a

countable generating system, which is closed under finite intersections and unions.
u

Then for An cz sé, A„ -» 0 'means' that every subsequence of (An) has a subsequence

(An ) such that

(3.1) ni C g <g\3k such that   CM„„,cc1
I m=k I
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is countable. Indeed, by replacing (íl, sé) by its canonical separable Borel space (cf.

[37, V.2]) we may assume {x) cz sé for x cz ci and then <€ is a base of the closed

subsets of a metrizable topology on fi such that (3.1) corresponds to (\k (J^,=kAlh (by

Urysohn's metrization theorem [2, p. 125]).    D

Next we recall a norm on the vector space M[0,1] which is called "discrepancy"-

norm in mathematical physics (cf. [35]). In the context of representation theory of

linear operators it was first used by J. Bourgain [3].

3.8 Definition. M0 denotes the vector space M[0,1] normed by \\p\\0 =

sup/ey|ju(/)|, where/ is the set of all intervals in [0,1].

3.9 Remark. M0 is a noncomplete normed space. If (p„) is bounded in M[0,1]
ll-llo

and /i„ -> p cz M[0,1] then pn -> p. If, in addition, all pn are diffuse, then so is p.

3.10 Proposition. Let U be a M[0, I\-bounded set of diffuse measures. If U is

u-equi-integrable, then U is relatively compact in M0. If all the measures in U are

positive then the converse is true too.

U'*

Proof. " =» " Since U is w*-compact it is enough to show that pn cz U, pn-> p

implies \\pn - p\\0 -» 0. Since (pn) is w-equi-integrable and ju is diffuse by Proposi-

tion 3.3 there is for every e > 0 some 8 > 0 such that

(3.2) d(I)<8^\p\(I)^e,    |/ij(/)<e   for all«.

Furthermore, we can choose finitely many intervals Ix,...,Ir such that for every

interval with d(I)^ 8 there is some se(l,...,r) and intervals Jx, J2 with

(3.3) IsMczJxuJ2,       d(Jx)^8,d(J2) ^8.

Let I be an arbitrary interval in [0,1]. Depending on whether d(I) < 8 or d(I) > 8

we have by (3.2)

|un(/)-il(7)|<|Mn|(/)+|ri|(/)<2e

or by (3.2) and (3.3)

k,C) -/i(/)|<4e + max\pn(l,) - p(L)\.
i=l

Since every interval is a convergence set for the diffuse measure p, it follows that

||ju.„ - p\\0 < 5e for n large enough.

" <= " Let £ > 0. By assumption there are finitely many px,...,pr with

r

min ¡/x — /x(||0 < e    for all p cz U.
i=i

Therefore there is a 8 > 0, such that for all p cz U

p(I) < e + max|ju,(/)|< 2e   ford(I) < 8.
i= 1

Since p ^ 0 the proof is complete.   D

4. Operators with a diffuse representation. Recall the following characterizations

of an integral operator 7: £ -» £:

—(Buhvalov [5], [40], [45]) For all / cz E+ and A„ cz sé with p(A„) -> 0 we have

t(XaJ)~* 0c-a.e.
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—(Dunford and Pettis [10]) For all e > 0 there is an A cz sév/ith p(Ac) < e such

that T(UL (A  ) n £) is equi-integrable.

—(cf. [7, §V2]) For all e > 0 there is an A cz sé with p(Ac) < e such that a

martingale determined by TxA (see 2.7) converges in LX(A, p, LX(Y, v)).

By replacing convergence in measure, equi-integrability and the L2(L,)-norm by

the corresponding 'universal' notions from §3, we obtain characterizations of

operators with a diffuse representation. However, we have to formulate some of the

conditions for the adjoint operator. The reason is that it is a self-dual property for a

regular operator to be an integral operator, while to have a diffuse representation it

is not.

4.1 Example. Let ju be the Lebesgue-measure on [0,1]. The operator

T:Ll([0,I]2,p®p)-^Lx([0,l],p),    Tf(y)=jf(x,y)dp(x)

has the diffuse representation py = p ® 8V while 7' has the atomic representation

"(,,,) = V
As an example for the o-algebra appearing in Theorem 4.2(b), we could choose

here the Borel sets of the form A x [0,1], A a [0,1],

4.2 Theorem. Let E and F be Riesz function spaces on (X, sé, p) or (Y,38,v)

respectively with 1 cz Ex, 1 e £x. For an order continuous operator the following are

equivalent.

(a) Thas a diffuse representation.

(b) For all A cz sé, p(A) > 0, there is a a-subalgebra 2 of séA, such that p\^ is

diffuse and T\E is an integral operator.

(c) For allf cz £+ and An cz séwith An -» 0 we have T(xA  • f) ~* 0 v-a.e.

(d) For all e > 0 there is a B e 38 with v(B') ^ e such that T'(Uli(B,.) n £x) is

u-equi-integrable.

(e) (Assume in addition that X = [0,1].) For every e > 0 there is a B cz 38 with

p(Bc) < £ such that a martingale determined by T'xB- Fx-> Ex (see 2.7)

converges in LX(Y, v, M0) (see 3.8).

Proof. By 2.4 we can choose compact sets Xm c X and Ym c Y such that:

(4.1) Xmc Xm+Xc ....   p(X-{jXm) = Q,    Ha-,,, is strictly positive,

(4.2) Ymcz Ym + Xcz ■■■ ,   v( Y - U Ym ) = 0,     v\ y,„ is strictly positive,

(4.3) XyT:C(X)^C(Y„),   XxJ':LjY,v)^LjXm,p),

T'xy-  Lx(Yn,v)->Lx(X,p) 'extends' to a w*-continuous

(4'4) map"(XyJ)'- M(Y„) - M(X), and

(4.5) T'(UmY¡)) is uniformly tight in M(X) for all n.

By (Mi-)t-e r we denote the representation of 7.
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(a) => (b) is essentially shown in [46]: for every random measure (py)v<=Y with

diffuse measures py on (A, séA), there is a a-subalgebra 2 of séA such that py is

/¿-absolutely continuous on 2 for ^-almost all y cz Y.

(b) =» (a). If the atomic part of 7 were not zero, then by (4.3) and [19, Theorem

5.5] there would be an A cz ̂ such that TxA is an isomorphism as an operator from

LX(A) to LX(Y, v). This contradicts (b).

(a) => (c). For all y cz Y for which juv. is diffuse and / is |ju,v. ¡-integrable we have

fn = Xa / ^ 0 in ju,v-measure and by the dominated convergence theorem

l%O0HM/»)|-°   f°rn-*oo.
u

(c) =» (d). First we show that 7 has property (c) too. Given A„ cz sé, An -» 0, we

havefor/in=/-x^;,

(4.6) limsup7+«„< T+f.

On the other hand, for every 0 < « < / we have « A «„ = « • \AC and therefore

T(h A h„) -» 7« r-a.e. This implies

(4.7) T+/= sup{7«:0<« </} < liminf 7+(«„).

From (4.6) and (4.7) we obtain 7+/= lim 7+/i„, i.e. 7+(/- X/í/i) ̂  0 *>-a.e. Hence

7+, 7" and |7| have property (c).

Given £ > 0 we choose as K0 one of the Yn such that v(Kj¡) < e/2. From (4.4) we

get (x*r0F)': Lx(K0, v) ~* LX(X, p) and by (4.5) we may assume that, in addition to

(4.1), the Xm satisfy

(4-8) sup/       \T\'fdp:fczULi(KoJm^O.
\     X      X„, I

If for every m we find a compact Km c A"0 with v(K0 - Km) ^ e/2m+1 such that

(4.9) suplí       \T\'fdp:fezULx{K\^0    for d(A) ^ 0
'Anx„,

then B = f)mKm satisfies property (d) because of (4.8), (4.9) and 3.3. For a fixed Xm

we choose open sets A¡ and a sequence ik such that

't+i

(4.10) Xm c    (J   A,   for all k,
' = '* + !

(4.11) maxx[d(Aj)\i = ik + I,...,ik + X] -» 0    forA:->oo.

u

Since -4, -» 0, it follows that \T\xAt -* 0 p-a.e. By Egoroff's theorem we find a

tfm c /r0 with p(K0 - KJ ^ e/2m+'x and

(4-12) IxjFlxJL - 0    for/- co.

By Lebesgue's covering lemma [22, p. 154] there are 8k > 0 such that each A cz Xm

with d(A) < 8k is already contained in one of the sets A,, i = ik + I,...,ik + X.
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Therefore, for every A cz Xm with d(A) < 8k and f cz UL{K¡P) we have

f \T\'(\f\) dp ̂    max   f   \f(y)\\T\(xA)(y) dv(y)
JA i=ik + lJfCm

<   max  |x*J?1xJL.

For /c -»■ oo, (4.9) follows from (4.11) and 3.3.

(d) => (a). We may assume that the Yn in addition to (4.2)-(4.4) satisfy

(4.13) 7'( f/L|(y ,,, j is M-equi-integrable for all «

(compare (1.11)).

For a fixed y cz Y„ we consider the sequence vm = p(Am)~xxAn ■ v, where Amisa
w* w

neighborhood base of y in Y„. Then pm -> 8y and T'p„, -* T'8y = py. Since py is a

tv*-limit point of T'(UL (Y^P)) it has to be diffuse by (4.13) and 3.3.

(d) => (f). By (4.4) and (d) there is, for every £ > 0, a B cz 38, v(BL) < e, such that

V = T'(UL (Bv)) is w-equi-integrable. By 3.10, Fis compact as a subset of M0. But a

martingale (J^', 2„) determined by (XßF)' takes its values in V and therefore it

converges in M0.

(f) => (a). If (&„', 2„) is determined by (XßF)' then^„'(y) w*-converges to juv for

v-a.e. y cz B according to 2.8(b). Since (&„', 2„) converges in LX(B, v, M0) these

w*-limits are diffuse v-a.e. in B by the pointwise convergence theorem for martingales

and Remark 3.9.    D

In the characterizations of integral operators quoted above one cannot replace the

L,-norm by a norm given on £. For example, for E = L2 there are norm-compact,

positive convolution operators which are not integral operators (cf. [7, p. 93; 14]).

But at least in some cases this can be done for the characterization of diffuse

representations.

4.3 Corollary. For a regular operator T: L (X, sé, p) -> Lp(X, sé, p), I < p <

oo, the following are equivalent.

(a) 7 has a diffuse representation,

(b') For all A ezsé, p(A)> 0, there is a a-subalgebra 2 of séA such that p\^ is

diffuse and T\¡ (2    . is norm-compact in Lp.

(d') For all e > 0 there is a B cz sé with v(B') < e such that Wxb^XaWi., ~* 0 for

d(A)-*0.

Proof. By [45, Theorem 2.2], there is a density g cz Lx(X,p) such that (with
pPU) = g-l/p 7)

T = PpTp-px; Lq(x, g ■ p) -> Lq(X, g ■ p)    for all 1 < q < oo.

Since 7 has one of the above properties if and only if T has it we may just as well

assume

7: Lq(X,p) -> Lq(X, p)    for all 1 < c < oo.
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(a) => (b'). By 4.2 there is a a-subalgebra 2 of séA such that T\, (2 . is an integral

operator which we may assume to be compact by [7, §111.2, Proposition 21]. Since 7:

LX(I,, p) -> Lx(X,p) it follows by interpolation [23, Chapter 1, Theorem 3.10],

that T\L (v  ) is compact too.

(a) => (d'). By 4.2 there is for every e > 0 a B cz sé with p(Bc) < e, such that

T'UL (B  ) is u-equi-integrable, i.e. by 3.3

IIXßFxJ|/.x =\\Xat'Xb\\i.1 ~» °    ford(A)^0.

By interpolation we have

Il T II ^   /~ll T \\X/P      II T II1/'''
llXß^xJI/.,, < C||xB7x.<(||Lx JxÄJt,

< QHxßFx,!!1/; - o  forí/(/i)-o.

(d') => (a). Assume that 7 has (d') but not a diffuse representation. By (a) => (d')

there is a B cz se, p(B) > 0, such that the atomic part S of XßF is nonzero and

satisfies IISxJI/., ~~* 0 f°r d(A) -* 0. But since S is atomic this contradicts the fact

that for some A0 ezsé, p(Aü) > 0, SxA„ is an isomorphism into L (X, p) (use the

proof of [19, Theorem 5.4] and observe that by interpolation the claim of Lemma 5.2

in [19] is also true for Lp-norm).

(b') => (a) follows similarly to (b) => (a) in 4.2.   D

Denote by / and J the operators

/:LX[0,1]-C[0,1],   If(y)= ff(z)dv(z),

J: LX[0,1]-+M0,   Jf = f-v

(v is the Lebesgue measure on [0,1]). J. Bourgain has shown in [3, Theorem 7 and

Corollary 8] that for a Dunford-Pettis operator 7: LJO, 1] -> Lx[0,1] the operators

IT, JT are representable, i.e. there is a function ¡Fez LX(X, p, C[0,1]) (or

LX(X, ju, M{))) such that the Bochner integral

(*) Tf= ¡F(x)f(x)dp(x)
Jx

exists for all/ cz Lx( X, se, p) (cf. [7, §111.1]). This result is contained in

4.4 Corollary. For a bounded linear operator 7: LX(X, sé, p) -* LJO, 1] the

following are equivalent.

(a) IT is representable as in (*).

(b) JT is representable as in (*).

(c) T has a diffuse representation.

A Dunford-Pettis operator has these properties.

Proof, (b) « (c) follows from 4.2. (a) « (e) with £ = Lx[0,1], F = Lx(X,sé,p)

because a martingale (J^j, 2„) determined by 7 converges in LX(X, p, M0) if and

only if 7 has a representation (*) withF= lim & (cf. [7, §V.2]).
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(a) <=> (b). For ail/ cz Lx[0,1] and each interval / = [a, b] in [0,1] we have

ff (y) dv(y)  < I ff (y) dv(y)\ +\fhf(y) dv(y) .
Jl KO I        KO

Therefore ||7/||C[(U] < ||7/||Mo < 2||<//||C((U] and (b) is just a reformulation of (a).

Now we assume that 7 is a Dunford-Pettis operator such that 7' does not have a

diffuse representation. There is a B cz [0,1] such that (Xß7)' can be extended to an

operator LX(B, v) -* LX(X, p) (let Xß|F|l cz Lx[0,1]) which is even an isomorphism

(by [19, Theorem 5.5]). Consequently, if/, cz LX(B) is a sequence with C l «s \\f„\\L

< ll/JIz.«, ̂  C and/, -» 0 in o(Lx, Lx) then g„ = T'f„ has the same properties. We

obtain

|/„(7gJ| =|7'/„(gJ| = f\g,,\2dp>\\gn\\2Li > Cx~2 > 0.

On the other hand, since g„ -> 0 in o(Lx, Lx), ||g„||t   < C, it follows from the

Dunford-Pettis property of 7 that

\fÁTg„)\ <\\f„\L -WTgnl - 0    for«-co.

This contradiction completes the proof.   D

4.2(b) together with a result of Enflo and Starbird [11] gives the following

alternative (in the following denote by 2 or 2' a countably generated a-subalgebra of

algebras of the formséA, A ezsé, such that ii|2, ii|2, are diffuse).

4.5 Corollary. For every bounded linear operator 7: LX(X, sé, p) -» LX(Y, 38, v)

and every 2 as above there is either a 2' c 2 such that T\ L ,2, . is an isomorphism or

there is ai,' cz I, such that T\L (2,  , is compact.

Proof. Depending on whether 7: 7,(2, p) -» LX(Y, v) has a diffuse representa-

tion or not we may apply 4.2(b) or [19, Theorem 5.5]. To obtain a critérium that

distinguishes the alternatives consider a system of sets A" e 2, i = 1,. ..,2", n e N,

with

(i) A'[,... ,Anr is a partition of A (if 2 c séA),

(ii) A'¡ = ¿5+.1, U ¿3+1, ii(/lf ) = 2"" and

2"    . .

ma*!7^»!
M»)

If a„ — 0, then it follows from [11] that 7|¿(2, . is an isomorphism for some

2' c 2. If an -» 0, use [46] to obtain a 2' c 2 such that T\L ,T . is compact.   D

4.6 Remark. According to Starbird [43] an operator 7: LX(X, p) -* LX(X, p) is an

Enflo operator, if and only if there is a subspace £ of Lx(X,p) isomorphic to

LX(X, p) such that T\E is an isomorphism. From 4.5, [11] and the known characteri-

zation of sublattices of L, (cf. [25, §17, Theorem 3]) we obtain

(a) 7 is not an Enflo operator if and only if every nonatomic sublattice £ contains

a nonatomic sublattice £ c £ such that 71F is compact.

This can be compared with the following known results:

(b) F is an integral operator if and only if each band £ of LX(X, p) contains a

band £ such that 7| F is compact [7, §111.2, Proposition 21].
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(c) 7 is weakly compact if and only if every infinite-dimensional subspace £

contains an infinite-dimensional subspace £ such that 71F is compact (Pelczyhski

[38]).    D
A further application of 4.2(b) concerning a result of Doss [8; 15, §7.5] in

harmonic analysis is given in [46].

5. Operators with a singular representation. Special examples of operators with a

singular representation are Riesz homomorphisms (cf. [39, II.2, III.9; 32, 1.7]) and

their duals. This is obvious from the following characterizations ((A) <=> (C) <=> (D')

are well known; see [31, 28, 16]).

5.1 Proposition. Let E and F be Riesz function spaces over (X,sé,p) and

(Y, 38, p) respectively with I cz £x, le £x. For an order-continuous operator T:

E -* F the following are equivalent.

(A) There are measurable maps o: Y -* X, a: Y -> R such that for allfez £

Tf(y) = a(y)-f(o(y))    v-a.e.

(C) 7 is a Riesz homomorphism, i.e. \f\ A \g\ = 0 implies \Tf\ A \Tg\ = 0 for all

f.geE.
(D) For every e > 0 there is a B cz 38, v(Bc) < e such that for every sequence

Bn c B with d(£„) -> 0 there is a sequence Anezsé with d(A„) -* 0 and

\nxA„) > xb„ ■ to-
(C) For every e > 0 there is a B cz !%, v(Bc) < e such that for every sequence

fn e Fb wtih ̂ (supp/n) ~* 0 we have ̂ (supp 7'/,) -* 0.

(D') 7': £x-> £x has the Maharam property [31], i.e. for all A cz sé there is a

B cz 38such that \T\xB) = XA\mi)-

(A') There is a p-orthogonal random measure (vx)xeX on (Y, B) and a measurable

b: Y -* R such that for allf cz Fx

T'f(x)=(      f-bdvx   p-a.e.,

where a: Y -* X is the separating map belonging to (vx)xeX.

Proof. (C) « (D'). See [28,31].

(C) => (A) is shown in [16] by a lifting argument. Alternatively, if (pv)yeY is the

representation of 7 and An cz sea sequence that generates sé, then there is a p-nullset

N c 38 such that

(5.1)        AnC)Am= 0 ~ {y: py(An) * 0} n{y: py(Am) * 0} cz N.

Therefore, for every y cz Nc the support of py is a single point. Otherwise there were

y0 e W> A„o and Amo with A„o nAmo= 0 and pyo(A„o) > 0, pVo(Am¡¡) > 0 con-

tradicting (5.1). Now choose o(y) = supp(/xv.) and a(y) such that py = a(y)8a(y).
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(A) =» (A'). Let (Xx)xeX be the representation of 7 ' and A„ cz séa sequence that

generates .*/. For Bn = o~x(A„) we have

/ \K\(Y - B„) MX) = (|7|'xy-B„)x.4„ = Xy-b„(\T\Xa„)

= fxY-B)a\■Xo-,(A„)dv = 0■

Hence there is a ii-null set N such that

\Xx\(Y-B„) = 0    for all x ezA,,,x £ N.

For a given x £ N there is a subsequence An   with /!„   => /1„   ^ {x} =f)Anm,

o-x(x) = (~)B„   so that

\XX\(Y - ox(x)) <lim|X A.|(F - B„J = 0.
HI

Now put fx = |AA.|/||AX|| for Xx * 0 and

Hy)=\KA\

(A') => (D'). For a given ,4 e j/choose B = o~l(A) if a: Y -* X is the measurable

map corresponding to (>\)A.e v

(A) => (D). Choose a compact B cz 38, v(Bc) < e, such that a|B is continuous. If

¿(5,,) - 0, 5„ c £, then¿(a(¿?„)) - 0. PuM„ = a(B„).

(D) =» (C). Choose a 5 as in (D). If B„ = supp(/„) and d(B„) - 0 then there are

A„ with d(An) - 0 and |7|(X/))i) > Xß„ ■ l^|(l). Therefore

/i7|'(i/j) dp=¡\f„\xBa -ma) rf" < /i/j -m(x^) ¿*

•4»

Hence supp(7'/,) c supp|7'|(|/,|) c A~„ and rf(^) - 0.

(C) =» (A). For every e > 0 there is a compact ß as in (C) with the additional

property that v\B is strictly positive and (Xbt)''- m(B) ~* M(X) is defined and

R'*-continuous (by Proposition 2.4). For a fixed y cz B we choose sets B„ open in B

with 0 B„ = {y) and d(B„) - 0. If/, = K^^Xs,, then/, • v - Ô, and

(F'/> = (XßF)'(/„ •?) - (XßF)'ö,. = u,.,

where (ju, )veß is the representation of XßF. By (C')> ¿/(supp(7'/„)) — 0 and py has

to be a point measure. Again, put a(y) = suppti, and choose a(y) such that

py = a(y) ■ 8„iy).   Ü

Since every bounded sequence /„ cz Lx(p) with /„ -» 0 has a subsequence whose

functions are 'almost' pairwise disjoint, the following notion may be considered a

weakening of the disjointness preserving property of Riesz homomorphisms and of

(C) in Proposition 5.1.
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5.2 Definition. Let £ and F be Riesz function spaces over (X,sé,p) and

(Y, 38, v), respectively. A linear operator 7: £ -* £ is called u-v-continuous, if for
U V

every LX(X, ii)-bounded sequence/, cz £ with/„/x -> 0 we have Tf„ -» 0.

In the same way condition (D) below may be understood as a weak form of the

Maharam property and of (D) in 5.1.

5.3 Theorem. Let E and F be as in 5.2 with I cz £x, 1 e £x. For an order-continu-

ous operator 7: £ -* F the following are equivalent.

(A) T has a singular representation.

(B) If S is an integral operator with 0 < S < |7| then 5 = 0.

(C) For alle > 0 there is a B cz 38 with v(Bc) < e such that TxB is u-v-continuous.

(D) For all e > 0 there is a B cz 38, v(Bc) < e, such that for all B„ cz 38B, Bn -» 0,

and a > 1 there are A„ cz sé with p(A„) -* 0 and

c\T\(xAii)>Xb„\T\(I)   foralln.

(E) For all e > 0 there is an A cz sé, p(Ac) < e, such that for a martingale (!Fn, 2„)

determined by TxA we have ̂ „(x) -» 0 for p-almost all x cz A.

Furthermore, 7: £ -> £ has a singular representation if and only if 7": £x-> £x has

one.

Proof. By 2.4 there are compact X„ cz X, Yn c Y such that:

(5.2) Y„ c Y„+x c • • • ,    v(Y-\JYn) = 0,     v\ r strictly positive,

(5.3) X„ <z Xn+X cz ■ ■ ■ ,   p( X - U X„) = 0,    p\Kn strictly positive,

(5.4) XyT,Xy„\T\-C(X)^C(Y„),   Xy)T\: LjX, p) -> L„(Ytt, v),

(Xy„F)'. (Xy„|F|)': LX(Y„, v) ^ LX(X, p) extend to w*-con-

(5.5) tinuous operators M(Y„) -» M(X) such that (Xy„|7l)'(tV(y,,))

is uniformly tight,

(5-6) \T\XXi:Ll(X„,p)^Lx(Y,v).

By 0*v)yey and (j<v)veA. we denote the representation of 7 and 7': £x—• £x

respectively.

(A) « (B) follows from 2.3 and 2.6.

Since a regular operator 5 is an integral operator if and only if S' is one, property

(B) and therefore property (A) are self-dual.

(A) => (C). Since 7 has (A) if and only if 7' has (A) we may just as well show that

"7 has (A)" implies "7' has (C)".

We fix one of the Y„ and assume, in addition to (5.2)—(5.5), that all py,y cz Y„, are

ju-singular. Let/m e FY be a sequence with \\fm\\, {Y ,,, < 1 and/,, -* 0. It is enough

to show that every subsequence of ( /„, ) has a subsequence ( /„, ) such that T'fm -» 0.

Hence we may assume that (|/„| • v) w*-converges to some X cz M+(Yn). By 3.4, X

must be an atomic measure of the form À = 2a,ôr with 2|a,| < oo, y¡ cz Y„. From
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(5.5) and (1.11) we obtain

(5-7) |7'|(|/J) • p=\T'\(\fm\v) S \T'\X = r>,|7'|5, = ¿»„J.
i i

In particular, |7'|A is a «.-singular measure and by Lebesgue's decomposition there is

for every 8 > 0 an open set A cz sé with p(A) < 8 and |7"|X(.X - A) = 0. Since

X - A is closed it follows from (5.7) that

\hn~ ( \T'\{\fm\)dp*i\T'\X(X-A) = 0,
m       A

Lfc|r/J<mi/J)^OfOTm-»oo.
(C) => (E). Let (&„, 2„) be a martingale determined by TxA with the additional

property

(5.8) sup{d(C): Catomof2„} -» 0   forw^oo.

If x cz A is contained in the atoms C„ cz 2„, then/, = p(Cn)   Xc„ ~* 0 and &„(x) =

ß
T(f„) -» 0 if A is chosen as in (C).

(E) => (B). A martingale (¿Fn, 2„) determined by an integral operator S: Lx(p) -»

Lj(j') converges pointwise ¡u-a.e. to the kernel function x -» k(-, x) of 5 (cf. [7,

§V.2]). If 0 < S < |7| it follows that J^(x) A 0, i.e. 5 = 0.

In (C) => (E) only martingales with the additional property (5.8) are considered.

Therefore we add

(A) => (E). If 7 has a singular representation then so does |7|'. Choose A = X„

such that p(Ac) < e and TxA: LX(A, p) -> LX(Y, v). For a martingale (Sf„, 2M)

determined by |7|x,( we have by Proposition 2.8

(5.9) @„(x) ■ v-> \vx\    p-a.e.inA.

Fix an x with (5.9) and \vx\ ± v. By Lebesgue's decomposition there is for every

8 > 0 an open set B in Y such that \vx\KY - B) = 0 and v(B) < 5. From (5.9) we

obtain

Mi      \$n(x)\dv^\vx\(Y-B) = 0.
n     Jy-B

v

Hence &„(x) -» 0 for ju-almost all x e /I. The same is true for a martingale (J^, 2„)

determined by TxA because |J^(x)| < %(x).

(A) => (D). Given e > 0 and a > 1 choose sequences £„ > 0 with X^=1e„ < e,

a, > 1 with a„ < a„+l < • ■ • < a and a 8n > 0 with S„ -» 0.

First we construct systems of sets M" ezsé, N" e 38, i = I,...,sn, and Knez 38

such that for n > 1 :

(5.10) The Mi",i = I,...,s„, are closed in X with p ( M," ) < 8n,

(5.11) The Ay, i = 1,... ,s„, are open In K„ and IJ A^," = K„,
f-i
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,      ,        Every N" is contained in some N"'1  and then M," is

contained in Mf-1,

(5-13) an-\T\(xM»)>xN;\T\(I)   v-a.e.,

Kn is compact withKn c K„_x, v(Kn_x - Kn) < e„, and we

haveXkJXm?-x- C(M"~x) - C(Kn) for / = I,...,s„_x.(5.14)

To start we choose a compact Kx c Y with jtt(A^i ) < e, such that all jtiv, y cz Kx, are

jti-singular and put sx = I, M{ = X, Nx = Kx. Assume now that all Km, M™, N"\

m < n, are already constructed. By 2.4 we can find a Kn satisfying (5.14). Choose

some 1 < bx < b with b ■ a„_x < an. For a fixed y cz KnC\ N"~x we use the

abbreviations N = AT/1-1 n Kn, M = M"~l. Since p and p are disjoint on M there

is (by [39, II, Proposition 4.3]) a sequence of continuous functions «„ on M with

0<Ay<l,       ji(Ay)-»0,    |p,|(«7)-K.|(M).

In particular, there is aj0 such that

(5.15) fi(My)<8„   for My=l[hJa>^^

(5.16) (|7lXw)(7) = iMvl(M) < èiK,|(«7o) = bx(\T\hJo)(y).

Since |7|xw and |F|A ■ are continuous on Kn there is an open neighborhood Ny of y

in K„, such that (5.16) holds for all z cz Ny. From (5.16) we obtain, for r-almost all

z <= Av,

&i(|71Xm,)(^) > &im(Ayo)(z) - bx\T\(hJoxM„Mr)(z)

>m(x-)(o - 6im(^-xw)(o = y i^Kxj(z).

Since b ■ a„_x < a„ and by (5.13) for Af and A7 we get

(5.17) a,,(\T\XM)(z) > a„_1|7|(xM)(z) > X*,|ï1(l)(*)

for »»-almost all z cz Ny cz N. We can find such A,, and My for all j^ cz Kn. Since AT,, is

compact there are finitely many NV,...,NV    that cover K„. Put N" = NY  and

M" = MVj, i = 1,... ,í„. This completes the construction of N", M,", Kn with (5.10)

to (5.14). Finally define B = f\„K„. By (5.14) we have v(Bc) «S 2e„ < e.
u

Let Bk cz 38B be a sequence with 5¿ -» 0. We may assume without loss of

generality that the Bk are open in B. Indeed, for Bk = {y cz B: d(Bk, y) < I/k] we

have for all subsequences (k¡)

n iK=n uv
m    (=m m    l = m

Define Ak = U{M,": N," c Bk). From (5.11) and (5.12) it follows that a ■ \T\(XAi) >

X» (71) v-a.e. and it remains to show that p(Ak) -» 0. Otherwise there would be a
* u

subsequence k, such that p(Ak/) > 5 > 0.  Since Bk->0 we may assume that
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C = C\mCm, Cm = \Jf=mBk , is countable. Therefore, for a sequence («■) with L8n <

8/2, the countable set C is contained in a set of the form N0 = (J.-N"'. Observe that

for M0 = DjM"j we have by (5.10) p(MQ) < L8„ < 8/2. On the other hand, since

N¿¡ n H Cm = 0 and all the sets involved are compact, there is an m0 such that

C cz N0. But Bk c Cm c A^o implies Ak c M0 by (5.12) and the definitions of

Ak. This contradicts p(Ak   ) > 8 and therefore we showed that p(Ak) -* 0.

(D) => (B). Given 0 ^ 5°< |7| and e > 0 there is a B cz 38, v(Bc) < e, such that

|7|: LX(X, p) ^ LX(B, v) has (D) and S: LX(X, p) -» Lx(B,v) is a compact

integral operator (cf. [7, §V.2, Proposition 21]) with (D). Choose a sequence Bn cz 38B

with d(Bn) -> 0 and ||x» SI\\x > i||x»51|L- By (D) there are A„ cz sé, p(An) -> 0

with 2S(x/)/;) > Xb„ ' SI- Since S is compact it follows that ||SX/4„lloc ~* 0, he-

Xß5 = 0.   D
5.4. Remark. If £ and £ are Köthe function spaces one might ask if one can

replace in (C) the 7,-boundedness of the sequences /, cz EA by £-boundedness. In

general the answer is no: Every continuous linear operator 7: Lp(X, sé, p) -*

Lp(Y, 38, v), 2 < p < oo, would have this modified property (C). (Indeed, by Theo-

rem 2 and Corollary 5 in [18], for a sequence/, cz L , 2 < p < oo, with \\f„\\r   = 1,
w y t

f, -* 0 the following statements are equivalent:

G)/„ - 0,
(ii) every subsequence of (/„) has a subsequence equivalent to the unit vector

basis of lp,

(iii) (/„) has no subsequences equivalent to the unit vector basis of l2,

and it is impossible that 7 map a basic sequence equivalent to /   into a basic

sequence equivalent to l2 for p > 2. )

6. Operators with an atomic representation. Before giving characterizations analo-

gous to 5.3 (in 6.5, 6.6) we name a class of 'typical' examples in La(E, F) (compare

6.2).

6.1 Definition. Let £ and £ be Riesz function spaces over (X, sé, p) and

(Y, 38, v), respectively. A linear operator T: E -> F

(a) is called a local Riesz homomorphism, if there are pairwise disjoint A, cz séwith

U,(en^/ = X such that TxA is a Riesz homomorphism for all i,

(b) has the local Maharam property if there are pairwise disjoint B¡ cz 38 with

U/eN-^i = Y such that Xß |7| has the Maharam property for all i.

Proposition 5.1 shows that these notions are dual to each other and indicates how

such operators can be represented. The next theorem is due to N. J. Kalton

((i) <=> (ii) is given in [19, §3] with a different proof using the Kuratowski-Ryll-

Nardzewski selection theorem; (ii) » (iii) is implicit in [20, §5; 19, Theorem 5.4]; the

'locally elementary operators' of [20] correspond to the 'local Riesz homomor-

phisms').

6.2 Theorem. Let E and F be as in 6.1 with I cz £x, 1 cz Fx. For an order-continu-

ous operator the following are equivalent.

(i) T has an atomic representation.
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(ii) There are Borel functions a„: Y -* R, a„: Y -» X such that for all « cz N and

v-almost all y cz Y

00

\o„{y)\ >\a„+i(y)\,    E K(y)\ < oo,
11 = 1

°n(y) * °m(y)   formen

and for allfez £

2700=  t a„(y)f(o„(y))   v-a.e.
71 = 1

(iii) 7«ere is an increasing sequence of local Riesz homomorphisms fn: E -* F such

that \T\ = sup,, T„.

(iv) There is an increasing sequence of operators Sn: £x—> £x with the local

Maharam property such that |7|' = sup Sn.

As an immediate consequence of 6.2(iii), (iv) and 2.6 we obtain

6.3 Corollary, (a) The band generated by all Riesz homomorphisms in L0(E, F)

equals the class of all operators with an atomic representation.

(b) The band generated by all operators with the Maharam property in L0(E, F)

equals the class of all operators whose duals have an atomic representation.

The band generatd by a single Riesz homomorphism (or operator with the

Maharam property) was studied in [31].

Proof of 6.2. (a) =» (b). Since (X, sé, p) is a standard measure space we may

assume X = [0,1]. Ma( X) denotes the space of all atomic measures on X and let 38*

be the Borel structure on Ma(X) generated by the w*-topology. Define

a: Ma(X) -* R,   a(X) = max|A(x)|,
,veX

<í>: Ma(X) -> X,   <p(X) = min{x cz X: \X(x)\ = a(X)}.

For ,4? = [(/- I)/2",i/2"],i = I,.. .,2", n cz N, we have

a(X) = inf max\X(A?)\.
a   i'=i

This shows that a is á?*-measurable. From

^([x.l]) = (A e Ma(X): a( \|[0,,)) < a( A|[,,i])}

it follows that <j> is á?*-measurable since { • • • } belongs to 38*. Also X -* s(X) =

signX(^)(A)) is ^*-measurable (cf. [8 3.9]). Given a random measure (py)y<EY

representing 7 we put

aAy) = 4rty)o(fiy),   "i(y) = <t>(v-y),

a2(y) = a(py - ax(y)8aily)),   a2(y) = <t>(py - ax(y)8aiiy))

Continuing like this we obtain measurable an: Y -> R, a„: Y -» X such that

^ = ^ñ=ia„(y)8an(y) v-a.e.
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(b) => (c). By Egoroff's theorem there are Y„ cz 38and (w„)neN with

(6.1) F„cy„+1c ••.,   p(y-\JY„\ = 0,    Y„ compact,

(6.2) a J r and a„,| r are continuous for all «,

X

(6.3) sup    E   kfiWI^O    for« -> oo.
rer„ A = m„

For TJ(y) = (E?¿1K(>OI/K(>')))Xy„(.>') we get Tn(f)(y) / |7|/(.y) r-a.e. for
all/ e £+ and it remains to show that the 7„ are local Riesz homomorphisms. Since

all ok\y, k = I,...,m„, are continuous and ok(y) # a,(y) fork=tl there is for

every x cz X an open neighborhood Ax such that ox~x(Ax),.. .,o~l(Ax) are pairwise

disjoint. Define

°k(y) ify^okx(Ak),k = I,...,m„,

x otherwise,

ak(y) ifyezokl(Ak),k = I,...,mn,

0 otherwise.

Then TnxA(f)(y) = ax(y) -f(ux(y)), i.e. TnxAx is a Riesz homomorphism. Choose

countably many (Ax );eN with X = xJiAx¡ and put Aj = Ax. — XJ'/JXAX.

(c) => (a) is clear since La(E, F) is a band,

(c) <=» (b) follows by duality from 5.1.   D

In 6.5 and 6.6 operators with an atomic representation and their duals are

characterized by another weak form of the disjointness preseving property of Riesz

homomorphisms, but these conditions will be stronger than the «-^-continuity

considered in 5.2, 5.3.

6.4 Definition. Let £ and £ be Riesz function spaces over (X,sé,p) and

(Y, 38, v), respectively. A linear operator 7: £ -» £is called

(a) p-continuous, if for every L,( X, ju)-bounded sequence /„ cz £ with /„ -» 0 we

have 7/„ -^ 0,

(b) u-continuous, if for every LX(X, ju.)-bounded sequence/, cz £ with /„ -> 0 we

have 7/„ ^ 0.

Also compare the condition 6.5(D) with 5.3(D) and 5.1(D), and condition 6.6(D')

with 5.3(D) and the Maharam property.

6.5 Theorem. Let E and F be as in 6.4 with 1 e £x, 1 e £x. For an order-continu-

ous operator T: E -* F the following are equivalent.

(A) Thas an atomic representation.

(B) // 2 is a a-subalgebra of sé with p\^ diffuse and S: £2 -» £ is an integral

operator with 0 < 5 < |7|£v then 5 = 0.

(C) For every e > 0 there is an A cz sé, p(Ac) < e, such that TxA is p-continuous.

<»x(y) =

ax(y) =
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(D) For all e > 0 there is a B cz 38 with v(Bc) ^ e, such that for every a > I and
U II

every Bn cz 38B with Bn ~* 0, there is a sequence Anez sé with An -* 0 such that

a ■ \T\Xa„ > Xb„ ■ HI-

Proof. (A) => (C). It is clear that every Riesz homomorphism and every local

Riesz homomorphism is /¿-continuous and that the class of /¿-continuous operators is

closed in L0(LX, Lx) with respect to the operator norm. But given some operator

T cz La(E, £), there is (by 6.2(iii) and Egoroff's theorem) for every e > 0 an

A ezsé, p(Ac) < £ and a sequence of local Riesz homomorphisms T„ such that

|| \T\Xa ~ 7»xjz., HM^'I- XA'IL =|X/i(|7l'l - r«l)|k -» 0,       « -» oo.

(C) => (B). For an integral operator 5: £ -* £ there is an A cz sé, p(Ac) < £, such

that SxA extends to a compact operator 5,: LXCEA, p) -* LX(Y, v) (cf. [7, §V.2,

Proposition 21]). By [2] there is a sequence 0 «s /„ cz LX(~2A, p) n £2 with ||/„|| = 1,

/, -» 0 and \\Sxf„\\ -» ||5,||/ . If 0 < 5 < |7|£t and  IFIx^ is /t-continuous it follows

that 5,/„ -> 0. The compactness of 5! in 7,(2,,, p) implies ||5,|| = lim ||5,/J| = 0,

i.e. SXa = 0.

(B) => (A). If 7 is not atomic, the diffuse component \T\d of |7| is not zero and by

4.2(b) there is a a-subalgebra 2 such that 5 = |7|''|£.v is an integral operator not

equal to zero.

(A) => (D). By 6.2(c) there is a sequence of local Riesz homomorphisms such that

0 < S„ / \T\. By Egoroff's theorem there is for every £ > 0, a > ax > 1, a compact

BQ c Y with v(Bq) < e/2 and an 5 = 5„ such that

(6.4) a1Sl>xBo-\T\l.

Let £>, cz sé, i cz N, be a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets such that 5xD is a Riesz

homomorphism of the form

(6-5) SXD,(f)(y) = ai(y)f(a,(y))    v-a.e.

Since E-=15xo /" 5 there is (again by Egoroff's theorem) a compact B c BQ,

v(Bc) ^ £, and an r cz N such that

(6-6) ■%--ÍsxDi>Xb'S1,
ai    , = 1

(6.7) a\B, a\B are continuous for all / cz N.

Given Bm c B, Bm ̂  0, we define Am = U,r=1a,(5m). From (6.5), (6.6) and (6.4) it

follows that

r r

a\T\XAm > ° L S(XA„nD,) = ü E Xo-\A„,)S(Xd)
i=\ 1-1

> a ■ Xb„, ■ E s(Xd) = oiXb„,5(1) ^ Xß,„|F|l.
1 = 1
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To see that Am -» 0 choose a sequence (m¡) such that f)C„, C„ = \JfL„Bm , is

countable. Since for every i = !,...,/■

a n n ü ¿m, c n
n    l = n n

0,(0 = ",(nc„)A^ Ik  (J^
1=1      \/=n

u
is countable (use (6.7)), it follows that /!„ -> 0.

(D) => (A). If |7| has property (D) then so does the diffuse component 5 of |7|.

Given a B as in (D), we choose sequences Bn cz B,(nm) with

(6.8) -W   "»  0,        (J    Bn = B.
n = n„,+ l

By (D) there is a sequence /!„ e sé With

(6-9) 4,-^0,    5x.4„>k5„-Sl-

From (6.8) and (6.9) we obtain

Xb • 5(1) = ïirri Xß 5(1) < 2 Tîm~ S(Xa) = 0
n n

u

since An->0 and 5 has a diffuse representation by 4.2(c). Hence xß5 = 0.   D

6.6 Theorem. Let E and F be as in 6.4 with I cz Ex, I cz £x. For an order-continu-

ous operator 7: £ -* F the following are equivalent.

(A) 7': £x-> £x has an atomic representation.

(C) For every e > 0 there is an A cz sé, p(Ac) < £, such that TxA is u-continuous.

(D') For every e > 0 there is a B cz 38, v(Bc) < e, such that for every a > 1 and

every sequence Bn cz 38B with v(Bn) -* 0 there is a sequence Anez¿é with

p(An) ^ 0 and a\T\xAn> Xb„\T\I.

(E') For every e > 0 there is an A ezsé, p(Ac) < £, such that for a martingale
u

(!Fn, 2„) determined by Txa we have^n(x) -* 0 p-a.e. in A.

Proof. (A) => (C). Applying 2.4 to 7' gives an^e j/with

(6.10) A compact,   p(Ac) < e,     p\A strictly positive,

(6 n) \T\Xa: LX(A, p) -* LX(Y, v);    \T\Xa: M(A) - M(F)is w*-
continuous and\T\(UM(A)) is uniformly tight,

(6.12) vx =\T\xA(8x)   is atomic for all x cz A.
u u

Let (/„) be a sequence with ||/,||/.l(/4/l) < 1 and/, -» 0. In order to show that 7/„ -* 0

we may assume, in addition, that (|/,| • /t)„eN n>*-converges to some X cz M(A).
u

Since |/„| • /t -> 0 it follows from 3.4 that X is an atomic measure of the form

A = Z?=xai8Xi where EjtiKI < °° and x, cz A. Then by (6.12),

oc oc

|7|A=   E«,MS,()=   E«,l",,l
i=i i=i
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w*
is an atomic measure and from |7|(/„) •  -> |7|A together with 3.4 it follows that

|F/„|<|7|(|/„|)-0.

(C) => (E') is proved similarly to (C) => (E) of 5.3 (also the proof of 5.3,

(A) => (E) can be adapted to the present situation by using 3.4).

(E') => (A). Let (3Fn, 2) and A be as in (£').  By 2.8 there is an A0 c A,
w*

p(A - A0) = 0, such that ^„(x) ■ v -» vx for all x cz A0. If Xx is a w*-limit of

|^(x)| • v, then \vx\ < Xx for x e A0. Since |^(x)| • p -^ 0 it follows from 3.4 that

Xx and vx are atomic for x cz A0.

(A) => (D'). By 6.2(iv) there is a sequence of operators 5„: £ -» £ with the local

Maharam property such that 0 < S„ / \T\. For every e > 0 and a > I there is a

B0 c Y with v(B{¡) < e/2 and an 5 = 5„ with

(6-13) aXß0-5(l)^XßjF|(l).

By Definition 6.1 there is a B cz B0, v(Bc) < e, and finitely many pairwise disjoint

C,,... ,Cr such that B = C, U • • • U Cr and all Xc$> ' = !>•• -»r> are operators with

the Maharam property. By 5.1 there are v-orthogonal random measures (vyi))y!EC

with Borel maps a,: X -» C, and measurable maps 6,: X -» R such that for all f cz E

(6.14) Xc,S(f)(y) = f      f-bfdvW   v-a.e. in C,.
■Vl(v)

Given 5„ c C, it follows from (6.14) that^„ = o,rl(B„) n {b¡ > 0} satisfies

(6.15) XCiS(XA„)(y) = Xb S(l)(y)   v-a.e.inCt.

If v(B„) -» 0 then /*(/!„) -♦ 0 because

/ 5(1) dv = fxc, ■ S(xa„) dv = [ S'(XC;) dp.
JB„ J Ja„

For general Bn cz B we put An = (Jri=xAni, A„, = a,rl(Bn) n{b,> 0}. (6.13) and

(6.15) gives

S(Xa„) > sup5(x^,) > Xb„ ■ SI > a-1 ■ Xb„\T\(I).
¡ = i

(D') => (A). Let B be as in (D'). For every o-subalgebra Ec^8 one can show, as

in 5.3, (D) => (B), that every integral operator £ -» £2 with 0 < 5 < <?2(xs|7|) is

zero. By duality every integral operator 5': ££ -> £x with 0 < 5' < (Xß|7|)' is zero

and (Xb|7|)' has an atomic representation.   D
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